PRS

(Play Rehearsal Scheduler)

“A production book in your computer”

PRS is a time saving
and easy-to-use theatre
software program that
will manage your show’s
numerous production
elements. It provides instant access to everything you
need to know about your cast, crew and tech
requirements, with multiple ways to view, sort,
organize and report data.

 Scene copy feature speeds breakdown entry for similar
scenes while allowing input changes.

 PRS is picture friendly and provides file management
for script blocking diagrams and actor photos.

Rehearsals and Performances
 Rescheduling becomes a simple matter as PRS recalls
scene data and automatically creates cast and crew lists
for all your activities.
 Script notes and sound and music data provide instant
cross-referencing information.

A director’s dream tool, PRS provides ways to both
view and print rehearsal schedules, scene info, set,
costume, and prop information simultaneously.
Download a demo version from our website at
www.onsetsoftware.com and you will be able to see
how PRS works using sample data from A
Midsummer Night’s Dream to illustrate the features of
scene breakdowns, rehearsal scheduling and costume
tracking, to name a few. You will find that you may
now input, view and access data to orchestrate play
information instantly.
Preparation
 Get started by organizing the cast and crew according to
role, breaking down the script into scenes, and getting
prepared for sufficient technical rehearsals. One-line
scene descriptions, script page numbers, and lists of
performers per scene organize the rehearsal process.
 The director can view the data and schedule a suitable
timetable for rehearsal times. Cast and crew contact
information as well as sound, set, costume and prop
information lists are provided to be used as desired.
 Drop-down lists with smart-fill simplify data entry.
 More than 50 pre-defined reports available for printing.

 Automatically monitor prop and costume requirements
and create category and vendor item lists.

And Beyond
 Locate archival production information rapidly without
paging through script notes.
 Database can be saved electronically and used for
future productions of the same show.
 Use existing cast and crew information to jump start
data entry for your next production.

Minimum System Requirements
y Windows 95, 98, NT or 2K
y 24Mb RAM, 8Mb Hard Disk Space
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